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Abstract 

Sustainability, green and energy policies are repetitively mentioned names of recent 
philosophical ways in Europe. All those trends have their own meanings. There is an effort at 
many levels to be more sustainable and greener. Unfortunately, industry has to live under the 
combination of all the above mentioned trends and from its point of view, sustainability 
equals the term survival. The competition at our European market is not only among us, the 
Europeans, but involves also the rest of the world. This means: our market is merciless. In this 
situation it is time for some questions: will concrete be greener with another “green” 
certificate? Will concrete be more sustainable with another certificate of sustainability or are 
we just spending time playing paper games? It is clear that it is complicated to find balance 
between sustainability, green policy and taxes on one side and production on the other. Maybe 
it is high time, as history teaches us, to use common sense. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is not a marketing or a strategy study, it is not a legislation overview, not even a 

scientific research. What it could be is the view of a “common man”, let’s assume a wise man, 
who lives on the border between two worlds: the world of legislation, i.e. to a big extent a 
virtual world, and the world of economics, i.e. the real world. This man could be also a 
concrete producer. 

2. WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT? 
In literature we can find numbers of definitions of what sustainable or sustainability mean, 

like these: 
Sustainable is something: 
• able to be used without being completely used up or destroyed; 
• involving methods that do not completely use up or destroy natural resources [1]. 

 
I completely agree with these definitions. Let’s see, if and how this so well-defined 

concept is reflected in praxis. 

3. SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATE FOR CONCRETE – YES OR NO? 
Everything can be viewed from different angles. I just want to pick up some of them. 

3.1 Certificate, papers – current state 
I will describe the situation in the Czech Republic; you may of course find differences in 

other countries. In the Czech Republic, there is a standard for concrete production, ČSN EN 
206 [2]. At the same time, it is necessary to respect the Czech legislation stating that 
certification is compulsory [3] [4] [5]. This means that a concrete producer must have a 
certified production quality control. But this in not enough: if the producer wants to bid for 
state tenders, it is mandatory for him to have ISO 9001 [6] and OHSAS 18001 [7] 
certification, and often ISO 14001 [8] also. 

On top of this, different areas – but not the market – start asking for certification of 
concrete as a sustainable material. 

3.2 Certificates and papers – the past 
Due to the combination of European and Czech legislation, in the Czech Republic between 

2002 and 2005 there was such a situation where every concrete at every concrete plant had to 
be certified three times: according to the old Czech standard (ČSN 73 2400), according to the 
preliminary European standard (ČSN P ENV 206) and according to the at that time new 
European standard (ČSN EN 206-1). The same concrete, three certificates…. three invoices!!!  

3.3 Communication point of view 
There are different opinions on how to assess sustainability of materials. Among these, 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is recognized as a complex and detailed method. It is also a 
method which for its extent does not suit very much to communicate with the general public. 
How then tell the layman, that concrete is sustainable? A certificate is an easy and 
comprehensible evidence of sustainability of concrete. 
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3.4 Technical standard point of view (EN 206). 
EN206 Annex F, paragraph (2) states: the values in Table F.1 are based on the assumption 

of an intended design working life of the structure of 50 years. In the CR we have been 
preparing a technical standard where there will be a Table F.2 for working life of the special 
structures up to 100 years. Are there really doubts about the sustainability of a material which 
is, according to the technical standard, designed for lasting 50 or even 100 years? (fig. 1). 

 

 
Figure 1: Example of sustainable structure footbridge in Čelákovice, near Prague, UHPC 

C110/130 concrete - Beton TKS magazine, issue 4/2014. (Foto J. Husák. Metrostav). 

3.5 BMI view 
BMI, the well-known “Body Mass Index”, could also be a point of view on sustainability 

and also on sustainability of concrete. Sustainability is often presented as a social demand. 
Based on the WHO data [9], 51.7% of adult population in the Czech Republic suffers from 
overweight. In the CR - and it will not be much different in other EU countries – more than 
one half of adults disrespects the sustainability rules if they have to apply them to themselves. 
Overweight and obesity do not belong to sustainability. The potential to improve 
sustainability of population overweight is much bigger than the potential to improve 
sustainability of concrete. 

3.6 Jacket point of view 
Most of us have at least one jacket. This jacket has a very specific colour. We have chosen 

the colour most probably because we liked it. Let’s say that the colour is black. Did you ask 
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the shop assistant for a certificate stating that the jacket is really black? No. Why? Since, it is 
black. Do you produce concrete that is sustainable? Yes. So why do you need a certificate, if 
we do not need it for other commodities? 

3.7 Czech market point of view 
Members of the Concrete Producers of the Czech Republic produced in 2014 5.083.000 m3 

of concrete, 0,5 m3 per capita (the CR has approx. 10,5 Mio inhabitants). This is about 75 % 
of overall ready mixed concrete production in the CR. I asked all chief technologists at one of 
their meetings: “How many cubic meters were requested either sustainable or green in 2014?” 
The answer was: „zero“. I posed the next question: “What do your customers want?” The 
answer was: “Three things: low price, lower price, the lowest price” - provided that all the 
technical parameters in the concrete specifications are satisfied. 

3.8 Global market point of view 
From all the above it is clear that costs arise for concrete producers from these obligations. 

Every tax or cost which an European concrete producer must pay may be considered as a 
discount or incentive for non-European competitors. By increasing our costs we move vessels 
with some constituent materials made out of Europe closer to our regions. 

3.9 My personal point of view 
I have been working for the Concrete Producers Association of the Czech Republic for 15 

years. I would like to emphasize the “concrete producers”, not buyers of papers with stamps. I 
would very much appreciate if we could further on focus on production of quality, - i.e. 
sustainable - concretes, and not on filling in forms!  

For me, sustainability is using common sense. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

• Sustainability is a very wise strategy  - it shouldn’t be mistaken for bureaucracy and 
paperwork. 

• Concrete, and specifically a concrete construction, being designed for 50+ years “de 
facto” conforms with the sustainability principles. 

• A sustainability pass for concrete should be an issue for scientific grant assignments, 
published in specialized media. 

• Buildings, bridges and other structures are made of concrete, steel, wood or masonry - 
never of certificates. 

• Let’s concentrate on production of quality concrete instead of hunting papers with 
stamps that prove the proven. 
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